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INTRODUCTION
The articles in this “monograph” were originally published in the Third Reich Study
Group Bulletin, in two installments which appeared during 1979, written by Robert J. Houston,
the current Editor of the Bulletin.
While I found no mention of these articles being combined into a single monograph at
the time of publication, it seemed to be a worthwhile project, and I did so as I was compiling
the Table of Contents (Title/Author) Index for the issues. In part 2, mention was made of an
earlier article by Norbert Kennapin on the “Palmenstempel” or Palm Tree Cancel. Because that
earlier article had a number of illustrations not present in the current work, that article was
extracted from the Bulletin and added to the present monograph as an Addendum.
Please bring any problems or omissions to my attention.
Mike Ludeman
May 2018
mike@ludeman.net
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THE PALM TREE CANCEL - A PRE-CANCEL?
by Norbert Kannapin
221 Itzehoe, Germany
(Translation by Sheldon Dunham, Jr. Richmond, VA)
Almost every collector of German material and certainly every
collector of Feldpost material is familiar with the palm tree cancel
from the time of the Africa campaign from 1941 to May 1943. This
cancel exists in various forms and color varieties. tls is generally
known, the various forms of the cancels are registered by number in
the Mainz Index and letters having palm tree czncels can be expertis*
ed there.
At auctions, in catalogs and in the minds of many collectors a
letter with a palm tree cancel has a very high value - in some cases
as high as DM 1000.-1
I now address by question to the public and to the specialists:
Why are these letters with the palm tree cancels valued so highly?
In the long period of my active 6y as a collector and in my extensive research in the specialized field of German Feldpost, I have
found no proof of or provision for the use of the palm tree cancel as
a pre-cancel, to say nothing of any z.fficial order concerning the
significance or purpose of such a cancell Mr. Alfred Clement, of
Graz, in his publication "Small Handbook of the German Feldpost 19371945" (see page 35, under No. 566), the fact that when the German
Afria Korps ran out of airmail (permit) stamps, the troops were given
pre-cancelled envelopes. These envelopes, whose distribution was
rationed, served the same purpose as the airmail (permit) stamps. And
a few lines further on he uses the designation of - "Pre-cancel for
the military airmail shipments from Tunis!" All of these statements
are very vague. I might mention in passing that I am familiar with
letters with these cancels which came from Libya.
Countless numbers of former military personnel who fought in
Africa have replied unanimously to my inquiries that they were not at
all familiar with the palm tree cancel and also that they had never
been given a military airmail (permit) stamp for sending military airmail letters. Almost all of these statements seem to agree that most
Feldpost letters were carried by air anyway. I myself possess some
letters from former Afrika Korps soldiers, all with only the normal
28 mm circle Feldpost cancel and the unit seal of the unit concerned.
These letters have no military airmail stamp and no palm tree cancel.
These letters were forwarded and delivered without hesitation to the
addresses. The most recent letter bears the date of April 27, 1943.

In addition to the fact that no official decree existed for its
use, instructions relating to secrecy forbade the use of the palm tree
cancel. But in contradiction to what has just been said, we have the
well-known and widely used server's cancel DAK 18 436, of Antitank
Unit 33/Staff (Pz. Jg. Abt. 33/Stab).
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The Palm Tree Cancel, continued.
I have examined very thoroughly the official Feldpost records from
1939-1945 and I have found no provision, order or proof for the use of
the palm tree cancel as a pre-cancel. Likeirise, in all of my special
military literature there cannot be found any proof or justification
for the use of this cancel. I nevertheless am of the opinion that
this cancel would certainly have been produced in a standardized form
if there had been any official provision for the use of such a cancel.
I have also seen envelopes with the palm tree cancel on the reverse side. What is a pre-cancel or permission cancel doing on the reverse side of a letter? And most importantly, all troops would have had
to use the cancel.
Based on my many years of research; I have now become convinced
that the palm tree cancel had neither limited Feldpost validity nor did
it have legitimacy for any type of "special" forwarding such as did the
East Prussian Feldpost cardl
On the contrary, I compare the palm tree cancel with the "V" cancel. This latter cancel also exists in various forms and color varieties and is found just about as seldom as the palm tree cancel. I also assue that all cancellations were prepa-red by soldiers who were assigned to rear units. These soldiers had more time for such activities
than did those troops who were stationed at the front.
If I should be correct with my statements here, then the palm tree
cancel has been valued much too highly and would logically have to be
compared with the "V" cancel - and so that no false impression arises,
I must admit that I also own letters with palm tree cancels on tnemI
If, however, some expert or specialist should possess any official
documents or official decrees for the legitimate existence of the palm
tree cancel as a pre-cancel for the troops in Africa, then I am certainly ready to accept this information. In this regard I would also
be very pleased to receive letters about this matter or to see specialized periodicals containing articles which present opposing points of
view. At any rate, this matter must be straightened out once and for
all, i.e., "Klarschiff muss gemacht werden" as we say here in North
Germany.
W

* * *

The palm tree cancel has been a subject of vast interest to collectors of 'f II German Feldpost, as Mr. Kannapin so correctly stated.
To give additional flavor to the question, the following pages illustrate all of the palm tree cancels known to exist on cover or card.
Bob Houston, our Secretary-Treasurer, sent illustrations of these
palm tree cancels to me about 3 years ago, to hold in abeyance for a
possible article on this subject.. They were notnumbered or identified
in any way at this time, so I in turn sent copies to a good friend in
Germany to determine a numerical seauence or registration of "genuine"
covers if it existed.
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More on the Palm Tree Handstamps.
I was told that after much correspondence with collectors all over
Germany, it was ascertained that all but two palm tree hand stamps
recorded as having been expertiseaTs genuine on cover and they had
certificates to back them up. Two palm tree handstamps were definitely
listed as "walsch'.
A publication of the 75th Anniversary of the Vermin far Briefmarkenkunde von 1885 E. V., Mainz, in connection with MABRIA 1960, 2729 August, contained an article "Afrika-Feldpost" by Gustav Volz, pp.
73-84. Mr. Volz gives an accounting of the Tunis parcel stamp (Michel
Nr.5 (Feldpostmarken), as well as his impressions of the palm-tree
covers.
Mr. Alfred Clement (Kleines Handbuch der Deutschen Feldpost 19371945)Graz, 1952, lists Mr. Volz among the acknoWIedgments and. cites two
literature references: "Das Neueste fiber die Tunis-Packchenmarke"
(Austria Philatelist 65-67) and;"Tunispackchenmarke gebraucht" (DBZ -

Deutsche Briefmarken Zeitung 13/1951).

I believe it was Mr. Volz who conjectured that the palm tree handstamp could be a substitute for the military airmail permit stamp, and
also indicated special handling of certain military posts by couriers
where necessary.
The Bundesnachrichten magazine of the Bund Deutscher Philatelisten
E.V. Nr. 77, 1 July 1967, p 20, illuetrated two palm tree r.`o.'er*s that
had been certified genuine at an earlier date, and now were icentified
as not being genuine. The two "un-genuine" palm tree hand stamps are

numbers 14 and 20, i.e. types 14 and 20.
The Michel Deutschland - Spezial Kataloge 1974, lists the palm1941 February/1943 May, Propaganda hand-

tree handstamps as follows:
stamp for Feldpost mailings
back stamp (hand) of a palm
pyremids, minaret, or tent,

from the African battle area. Front or
tree design, with or without swastika,
also with D. A. K. (Deutsches Afrika-Korps)
or only A. K., etc., in most (cases) black, dark blue and red (rare)
colors for Feldpost communications between Tunis and Germany; cancelled
with the Feldpost 28mm circle canceller; presently 67 different types

acknowledged.
Notice: Because of the rarity of these provisional (issues) it
becomes especially important that such pieces be carefully certified
to have the date and Feldpost number of units from the African battle
area (this is not a literal translation).
Perhaps, the idea of propaganda hand stampemay not be too difficult to accept. The pain tree hand stamps are a variation of the insignia of the Afrika-Korps. Feldpost covers have carried a variety of
art work by soldiers throughout the war. _nth the "esprit de corps"
engendered by Rommel, it may well be that the palm tree hand stamps

were a reflection of unit pride, having nothing to do with the handling
of the mail, and are no more or less than a very rare, and very interesting document of the African campaign, when certified genuine. (Ed.)
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AFRIKA KORPS PALM TREE HAND STAEPS
Type number sequence
as registered for certificates
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